
PORTFOLIO
PLANNING

PROCESS
Our portfolio planning process is a framework 

designed to systematically select and allocate to 
a variety of investment strategies based on your 

characteristics and objectives.  



The Portfolio Planning Process
Many investors allocate their financial assets according to a single dimension: risk.  Although risk 
is a primary consideration, there are other characteristics that can significantly impact your ability 
to meet your financial objectives. This framework is multi-dimensional, helping us understand 
your full financial picture.  By understanding and balancing this comprehensive scope of 
considerations, our goal is to build an optimal portfolio mix that helps you most efficiently and 
effectively reach your financial goals. 

Client
Demographics

Liquidity &
Time Horizon

Risk & Return

ASSET SIZE

ACCOUNT REGISTRATIONS

WITHDRAWAL NEEDS

INSURED INCOME VS. LEGACY VALUE PREFERENCE

PRINCIPAL PROTECTION VS. LIQUIDITY PREFERENCE

RESERVES VS. RETURN PREFERENCE
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Risk & Return

Portfolio
Tilts

TAX DIVERSIFICATION

ASSET LOCATION

TAX EFFICIENCY VS. PORTFOLIO DRIFT PREFERENCE

TAX-FREE INCOME VS. DIVERSIFICATION PREFERENCE

IMMEDIATE VS. FUTURE TAX LIABILITY PREFERENCE

UNCORRELATED STRATEGIES VS. PREDICTABILITY PREFERENCE

FULL DIVERSIFICATION VS. FAMILIARITY PREFERENCE

YIELD VS. GAIN PREFERENCE

US VS. GLOBAL PREFERENCE

ACTIVE VS. STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT PREFERENCE

PRODUCT RESTRICTIONS VS. PORTFOLIO LIMITATIONS PREFERENCE

RISK CAPACITY VS. TOLERANCE

REQUIRED VS. DESIRED RETURN

PORTFOLIO PERSPECTIVE

Tax
Considerations
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ASSET S IZE
With a larger overall portfolio, there is often the need for 
more sophisticated strategy-level diversification. 

WITHDRAWAL NEEDS
One of our primary objectives is to maximize 
the sustainability and longevity of your financial 
resources, and therefore your portfolio allocation 
must consider the amount of income required to 
sustain your current and future needs.

If you prefer to have a greater portion of your income needs insured to last for life, 
this will generally reduce the long-term portfolio value received by your heirs.

If you prefer a larger portion of your portfolio allocated to principal protected or 
guaranteed investments, this will involve less liquidity, holding period requirements, 
or possible surrender charges.

If you prefer a larger portion of your portfolio in reserve strategies, this will likely 
reduce your portfolio’s total return over the long-term.

ACCOUNT REGISTRATIONS
The more account registrations (IRA, Roth IRA, etc.) 
represented in your portfolio, the easier it is to introduce 
additional strategy-level diversification.
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 EULAV YCAGEL .SV EMOCNI DERUSNI   ECNEREFERP

 YTIDIUQIL .SV NOITCETORP LAPICNIRP  ECNEREFERP

 NRUTER .SV SEVRESER  ECNEREFERP



RISK CAPACITY VS .  TOLERANCE
Your ability vs. desire to take risk may 
differ, and must be reconciled to help 
ensure your overall portfolio allocation 
is in line with your Risk Profile. 

Risk Capacity

Risk Tolerance

Risk Profile

REQUIRED VS.  DES IRED RETURN
The return you “need” to meet your 
objectives may differ from the return 
that you “want,” but in either case, your 
Return Objectives should be consistent 

with your Risk Profile.

Required Return

Desired Return

Risk Profile Return
Objective

PORTFOLIO PERSPECTIVE
The risk profile and magnitude of any 
illiquid assets and human capital should 
influence your portfolio allocation 
decisions.

Illiquid Asset Human Capital
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TAX DIVERSIF ICATION
Depending on your current and anticipated future 
tax rates, your savings or spending strategies should 
consider the various account registrations in an 
effort to maximize your long-term after-tax wealth.

ASSET LOCATION
Certain strategies are better suited to be held in 
tax-deferred, taxable, or tax-advantaged ownership 

in an effort to maximize the after-tax returns.

If you prefer to employ trading strategies that may potentially reduce your tax 
liability, this generally results in additional turnover and potential deviations from 
your target asset allocation.

If you prefer to include municipal bonds that may generate tax-free income, your 
portfolio’s asset class and yield diversification may be limited.

If you prefer to explore strategies that provide as much tax deferral and deductions 
as possible, this may result in larger future tax liability.

Strategies
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Accounts
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 TFIRD OILOFTROP .SV YCNEICIFFE XAT   ECNEREFERP

 NOITACIFISREVID .SV EMOCNI EERF-XAT  ECNEREFERP

 YTILIBAIL XAT ERUTUF .SV ETAIDEMMI  ECNEREFERP



If you prefer more sophisticated investment strategies that strive for reduced 
dependency on traditional markets, these investments will likely underperform 
stocks and bonds over certain time periods.

If you prefer to utilize an extremely broad selection of investment markets in an 
attempt to maximize your returns based on your level of risk, you may have less 
familiarity with certain portfolio holdings.

If you prefer the stability of income-producing assets, this may limit your overall 
diversification leading to lesser total return.

If you prefer to have your portfolio allocated to assets that move similarly to US 
markets, this may limit your longer-term total returns relative to portfolios with 
global investments.

If you prefer a higher degree of active management, these active decisions will not 
always generate outperformance and may result in increased trading activity.

If you prefer that your portfolio restrict or include specific investment types, this may 
limit your portfolio return, risk, or other investment characteristics.
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 YTILBATCIDERP .SV SEIGETARTS DETALERROCNU   ECNEREFERP

 YTIRAILIMAF .SV NOITACIFISREVID LLUF  ECNEREFERP

 NIAG .SV DLEIY  ECNEREFERP

 LABOLG .SV SU   ECNEREFERP

 TNEMEGANAM CIGETARTS .SV EVITCA  ECNEREFERP

 SNOITATIMIL OILOFTROP .SV SNOITCIRTSER TCUDORP  ECNEREFERP



© Advisory Alpha. Registration with the SEC or state does not constitute an endorsement of the firm by regulators, nor does it indicate that the adviser has attained a 
particular level of skill or ability. This content is for informational purposes only and does not intend to make an offer or solicitation for sale or purchase of any securities. 
Investing involves risk, including the potential loss of principal. No investment strategy, such as asset allocation or diversification, can guarantee a profit or protect against 
loss in periods of declining values. All investment strategies involve risk and have the potential for profit or loss. Changes in investment strategies, contributions or 
withdrawals, and economic conditions may materially affect the performance of your portfolio. There are no assurances that a portfolio will match or outperform any 
particular benchmark. Investors should carefully consider the investment objectives, risks, fees and expenses before investing. Any financial services firms referenced in this 
material do not provide tax or legal advice. Please consult with your tax or legal professional regarding specific issues prior to making a tax or legal decision. While your 
financial advisor may provide information relative to taxes, insurance and estate planning, the Registered Investment Advisor does not offer tax, insurance, or legal services. 
Any decisions relative to these topics should be discussed with a tax, insurance or legal professional prior to implementation. As required by the IRS, you are advised that 
any discussion of tax issues in this material is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, (a) to avoid penalties imposed under the Internal Revenue Code or (b) 
to promote, market or recommend to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein. All tax information is provided for illustrative purposes only, does not reflect 
an actual investor, and is not intended to predict your specific tax liabilities. Tax rates vary based on your situation and change over time. Income from municipal bonds may 
be subject to the Alternative Minimum Tax (AMT), and capital appreciation from discounted bonds may be subject to state or local taxes. Capital gains are not exempt from 
federal income tax. Any comments regarding principal protected or guaranteed investments refer only to certain annuity products or structured products.
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